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Celebrating the cultural heritage of Polynesians, Native Americans, and Latin Americans, BYU Living Legends presents and energetic performance that combines spectacular choreography, costumes, and music into one captivating 90-minute show. Feel the rhythms of the Samoan slap dance, move to the music and dance of the Mexican mariachi, and experience the legendary Native American hoop dance!

The student performers of Living Legends are all of native descent. In addition, all costumes and choreography are authentic representations designed to deliver a cultural experience for audiences of all ages.

BYU Living Legends tours regularly throughout the United States and overseas, including Asia, Europe, Africa, Central America, the Bahamas, and most recently the South Pacific.

Living Legends will perform at Utah State University Eastern on March 2, 2019. The performances will be in the Geary Events Center starting at 4:00 pm and 7:00 pm. Visit tix.byu.edu to purchase tickets.